The current challenge in designing an integrated packet switched network is to support real-time applications with a wide variety of quality of service requirements, in terms of expected throughput, acceptable level of packet losses, and bounded network packet delay. Often these applications require that the network guarantees their qualities of service. Providing support for guaranteed real-time performance requirements in an integrated network is the focus of this paper.
Introduction
Recent advances in link transmission speeds and node processing power have made it feasible for communication networks to support the stringent performance requirements of a new class of applications 16] . With the advent of these applications, the requirements shifted from initial emphasis on reliable delivery of text to include support for other forms of data, such as graphics, voice, and still and motion video. The information exchanged by these applications is characterized by a wide range of bandwidth specications and real-time performance requirements. The bandwidth speci cations re ect the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the application's tra c. The quantitative bandwidth speci cations de ne the application's average or maximum bandwidth requirements, while the qualitative characteristics specify the tra c burstiness or tra c generation pattern. The real-time performance requirements specify an association between a set of time dependent parameters and their corresponding values. The time dependent parameters include maximum packet delay, average packet delay, packet delay-jitter, packet loss probability, and on-time reliability. The required association between these parameters and their respective values expresses the application's end-to-end performance requirements.
The support for these new types of applications often requires that their performance requirements be guaranteed. A guarantee is a type of contract between an application and the service provider, in this case the network, to satisfy the level of support requested by the application 3].
To provide guaranteed support, the design of the network architecture must address two basic issues. First, the network must provide guarantees to applications with various real-time performance and bandwidth requirements. This is especially important since the network must not only support the current generation of real-time applications, but also account for the next generation. Second, the network architecture must provide a exible speci cation interface by which a real-time application can characterize its requirements. The parameters de ned by the interface must be easily speci able and must have well de ned semantics.
In order to provide guarantees to applications with various real-time requirements, traditional network architectures based on circuit switching and packet switching, have been considered. Although circuit switching may be used to provide support for real-time performance requirements, it may unnecessarily restrict bandwidth access. Furthermore, the switching technique does not provide a exible way to accommodate a wide variety of bandwidth requirements 2].
Traditional packet switching provides exible bandwidth access 12]. This exibility makes the switching technique e cient at low and moderate loads, but may result in congestion if the network becomes heavily loaded 9]. When congestion occurs, excessive queueing delays are observed and packets may be dropped. Congestion control techniques developed for these networks usually do not support the application's real-time requirements when network access becomes restricted in response to congestion. Furthermore, traditional packet switching architectures do not embed the mechanisms that are necessary to provide real-time network guarantees 6]. Consequently, traditional packet switching can not be used to support guarantees for real-time applications.
The second design issue addresses the need to allow an accurate and exible characterization of an application's performance requirements. Accurately characterizing an application's performance requirements may require numerous parameters. Such an interface may introduce extra complexity in specifying these parameters. Furthermore, if the set of tra c speci cation parameters involves relational quantities that are hard for the application to estimate, the resulting network architecture may become ine cient and complicated. Consequently, the speci cation parameters required by the network interface must be su cient to specify the characteristics of the supported applications, but easy to declare. In addition, the interface must allow an easy implementation of an access control mechanism.
The limitations inherent to circuit and traditional packet switching architectures, and their lack of adequate support for real-time performance requirements motivates the need for an enhanced network architecture. This architecture should provide guarantees to real-time applications with various performance and bandwidth requirements.
This paper proposes a real-time network framework based on a network level abstraction calledchannel 5]. The framework supports guaranteed service for a wide range of performance requirements and bandwidth speci cations. The -channel network interface is characterized by three parameters; the application's minimum end-to-end on-time reliability requirement, the maximum end-to-end delay of each packet generated by the application, and the maximum number of packets that can be generated during this delay. These parameters have a clear and precise meaning to the network and the application. Based on the speci ed parameter values, the network can e ciently monitor the generated tra c and verify that the tra c conforms to its speci ed parameters.
The primary attribute supported by an -channel is the on-time reliability. This attribute represents the minimum percentage of a channel's packets that must be delivered within their maximum end-to-end delay, assuming that no hardware failures occur.
Based on an -channel's speci ed requirements, the network veri es the feasibility of supporting the application's requirements, and either guarantees the required level of service, or rejects the speci ed channel.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a description of the -channel network level abstraction. The abstraction provides network support for application's with real-time performance requirements. The formal speci cation of the -channel abstraction is provided in section 3. The acceptance process used to verify the feasibility of supporting new -channels is discussed in section 4. Section 5 presents a simulation based analysis of the -channel performance pro le. In section 6, the -channel framework is compared to other strategies proposed in the literature. Concluding remarks and future work are the object of section 7.
-Channel Framework
The -channel framework allows an application to specify its tra c requirements. Based on these requirements, the framework provides a guaranteed level of service on a per application basis through individual -channels. This section de nes the semantics of an -channel and introduces the classes of tra c supported by the framework.
-Channel Parameter De nitions
An -channel is a simplex end-to-end communication channel between a source and a destination that embodies the application's real-time Qualities of Service (QOS) requirements. Each -channel is characterized by the following three parameters, , N( ), and . These parameters specify the real-time requirements of an -channel.
The parameter represents the maximum end-to-end delay allowed for an -channel packet. More speci cally, this parameter represents the maximum amount of time between when the packet is generated by the application and when it is received by the destination. The parameter N( ) represents the maximum number of packets that the -channel can generate over an interval of size . The parameter speci es the minimum percentage of the -channel packets that need to be delivered on-time for the application to meet its basic performance requirements. A packet is considered to be delivered on-time if the measured delay between the time when the packet is generated by the application and the time it is received by the destination does not exceed the channel's value. The parameter represents, therefore, the on-time reliability required by the application. Each of the three parameters are presented to the network interface when an application requests the establishment of guaranteed support for the speci ed real-time requirements.
-Channel Guarantees
Support for real-time requirements in a communication network requires the speci cation of a guaranteed level of service that the the application expects from the network, based on tra c characteristics o ered by the application. In the -channel framework, a guarantee is de ned as a contract between the application and the network, based on some prede ned cost scale 3]. As part of the contract, the application is bound to a set of conditions, including strict observance of the speci ed real-time requirements. Both the network and the application may negotiate the terms of the contract before access to the network resources is permitted. Through this negotiation, the application's original requirements may be reduced to a minimal acceptable level of support speci ed by the application, if the required network resources to support these requirements are not available 3]. Furthermore, the network may tailor the application speci ed requirements to meet the network resource availability, without violating the application's required basic level of support. A successful negotiation is considered a binding of the network and the application to the terms of the contract. The network is required to support the requested qualities of service and the application is required to adhere to its speci ed real-time requirements. Failure to abide by the terms of the contract at all times results in a penalty to be imposed upon the violator. The penalty may be speci ed as part of the contract.
-Channel Tra c Classes
Tra c in the -channel framework can be classi ed as being non-real-time or real-time. Non-real-time tra c is delay insensitive, and does not require real-time support. This class of tra c is referred to as Datagram Tra c (DT).
Real-time tra c identi es packets generated by -channels. As mentioned previously, the value is used to designate the on-time reliability of the -channel. Conceptually, tra c of the -channel may be viewed as composed of three tra c sub-classes. The rst tra c sub-class denotes the tra c containing the minimum amount of information which must be received on-time for the application to deliver its most basic level of service. Support below this level is considered to be unacceptable to the application. Tra c of this sub-class is referred to as Basic Tra c (BT). In regards to an -channel, the minimum amount of information that ensures the most basic level of service is represented by percentage of the generated tra c. Packets of this tra c, therefore, require guaranteed on-time delivery.
The second sub-class denotes tra c which contains information that, if received on-time, enhances the basic service provided by the application. This tra c is referred to as Enhancement Tra c (ET).
In regards to an -channel, tra c containing information that enhances the basic level of service is represented by the (1 ? ) percentage of the tra c generated. Packets of this second sub-class do not necessarily require that they be delivered on-time. However, since these packets enhance the basic level of service provided by the application, the network strives to deliver these packets on-time whenever possible.
The third sub-class denotes tra c generated in excess of the rate speci ed by the application. This tra c is referred to as eXcess Tra c (XT). In regards to an -channel, excess tra c is considered to be in violation of the negotiated contract. Therefore, the network may apply the terms of the contract to sanction this tra c.
A typical instance of an application that would require both basic and enhanced tra c would be a video application that uses progressive encoding to generate streams of tra c with di erent priorities 18]. Certain types of tra c is delay and loss sensitive, while other types may be delay sensitive but have less stringent packet loss requirements. Based on these speci cations, tra c with high-priority is considered basic tra c, while tra c with low priority is considered as enhancement tra c. An appropriate tra c characterization is speci ed by the application in its choice of values for itschannel's parameters.
The chosen value re ects a degree of implicit cooperation between the application and the network. In a cooperative environment, the application avoids unnecessarily constraining the network resources by legitimately specifying its basic requirement needs. In return, the network strives to provide a better quality of service by servicing ET packets as network resources permit.
The tra c classi cation may be used to provide a natural billing policy. The policy charges di erent rates for each di erent packet class. Speci cally, the service cost of ET packets should be provided at a lower rate than the service cost of BT packets. The service of XT packets, on the other hand, should carry a high cost since these packets are in violation of the application's speci ed rate.
Based on this billing policy, an appropriately chosen value of allows an application to obtain a cost e ective high-quality service without incurring the extra cost of a completely guaranteed service. At times of heavy network load, the application may only receive its most basic service requirements. However, at lighter network loads, the application may receive a high quality service equivalent to a completely guaranteed service, but at a lower cost. Charging a higher cost for excess tra c may be used as a means to deter applications from violating their speci ed requirements.
-Channel Formal Speci cation
Support for the real-time service requirement guarantees is provided in the -channel framework through the cooperation of four components. These components are the -channel network speci cation interface, the packet policing mechanism, the run-time support environment, and the -channel acceptance strategy.
The -channel network interface de nes a mechanism for the -channel to specify its real-time requirements. The packet policing mechanism monitors and controls the tra c rate at the network boundary to enforce the parameters speci ed by the -channel. The scheduling strategy of the -channel framework involves two scheduling policies. The packet scheduling policy, within the intermediate nodes, ensures that all -channels packet delay bounds are satis ed. The inter-node scheduling policy regulates the tra c between intermediate nodes to preserve the application's speci ed rate. The acceptance algorithm uses the values speci ed by the application to verify the feasibility of supporting the new -channel. The veri cation procedure takes into consideration the guaranteed requirements of the currently supported -channels and the intermediate node scheduling policies. Both the functions performed by these components and their relationship to each other are described in the following sections.
Network Interface
One of the primary responsibilities of an -channel is to provide support for the applications' speci ed delay bounds. In order to provide these guarantees, a network level abstraction requires the application specify its tra c rate. Rate speci cation in the -channel framework is the focus of the following section.
-Channel Rate Speci cations
A rate speci cation interval is de ned as an interval over which the application characterizes its trafc rate. In the -channel framework, the parameter is readily de ned as part of the application speci cation. Based on this interval, the value of N( ), may be deduced by the application from the speci ed value and the application's expected data generation pro le. These two parameters, and N( ), provide the application with a mechanism to specify its rate. The quantity N( ) speci es, therefore, the application's minimum acceptable throughput rate.
In order to support the real-time application's requirement, the network maps the rate speci cation provided by the application into a per node rate speci cation. This speci cation de nes a per node rate speci cation interval over which the network regulates the application's tra c at the intermediate nodes and guarantees the application's speci ed rate.
Node Rate Speci cation
Upon receiving an -channel request, the network interface locates a path through the network that connects the source host to the destination host. Determining such a path may be provided by a dedicated service of the network interface or requested from an auxiliary network path service.
Based on the provided path, the run-time support environment process must determine whether the nodes on the selected path have su cient computation and bu er resources to satisfy the application's requirements. This process requires the de nition of a per node rate speci cation interval.
In the -channel framework, this interval is derived from the parameters i , i , and N( i ), speci ed by the -channel i, based upon the selected routing path P i . More speci cally, the per node delay value, i , of each node on the path supporting -channel i, is computed as follows: i = i jP i j ; (1) where jP i j represents the length of the path P i .
The value i represents the maximum amount of time a packet from channel i can be delayed at any node on the path P i . The value i guarantees that the end-to-end delay bound speci ed by the -channel is not violated, regardless of the length of the selected routing path. Based on i , a corresponding N( i ) value is computed. N( i ) speci es the maximum number of packets, from -channel i, which may be generated over an interval of size i . The value N( i ) is computed as follows:
where the notation dxe represents the smallest integer greater or equal to x. The values i and N( i ) then specify the -channel's per node rate. Notice that, the translation from the end-to-end speci ed requirements into the per node requirements does not decrease the speci ed level of support as required by the application. 1 The per node requirement speci cation of an -channel i is summarized in Table 1 . 1 The only possible impact of the translation process may cause the accessible rate to increase slightly due to the use of the ceiling function. The rate speci ed by i and N( i ) does not impose any constraint on the way the packets are generated within the interval i . No minimum inter-packet gap time is required, and packets may be injected into the network back-to-back. Therefore, an application's basic tra c burstiness is only constrained by the values i , N( i ), and i . The network components cooperate, at each node, to ful ll the per node delay bound requirement of the -channel.
-Channel Policing Mechanism
As stated previously, the -channel framework de nes four types of tra c. The rst three types, basic tra c, enhanced tra c, and excess tra c, identify di erent packet service classes within an -channel. The last type, datagram tra c, identi es strictly non-real-time tra c. In the -channel framework, support for real-time guarantees requires that the network provide a packet policing mechanism to enforce the tra c parameters speci ed by each application.
Packet policing in the -channel framework considers the di erent classes of tra c to enforce the channel's real-time requirements and tra c speci cations. The policing mechanism must ensure that each -channel abides by its speci ed tra c requirements at all times. The packet policing function must enforce the basic and enhanced tra c rates speci ed by each -channel. The proposed scheme uses packet marking as an integral part of an -channel's speci cation to control real-time tra c. Marking, however, is not used to deny packets access to the network, but rather to keep track of their rate. This feature allows the scheme to provide the application with exible, yet controllable, network access.
In the proposed policing scheme, control is applied to every interval of size equal to the channel's per node rate speci cation interval. Consequently, the packet policing mechanism uses a moving window 13] to enforce rate control of real-time tra c. Recent tra c history for each real-time application is used to verify that the application is obeying its rate speci cation. The policing scheme, however, is optimistic in its approach to deal with excess tra c. The adopted strategy does not delay excess tra c at the application or the network boundary. Instead, the packets are marked appropriately to re ect their type and injected into the network immediately. This scheme is referred to as the optimistic moving window (OMW) packet policing strategy. The marking strategy used by the policing scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 . Packets of an -channel are statically marked with the appropriate class when they enter the network. Datagram tra c does not require any real-time support, and the policing scheme must only ensure that packets generated by these applications are marked as DT. Unlike DT tra c, however, a real-time application may generate di erent types of tra c. Consequently, the tra c rate speci cation, for these three classes, has to be maintained over any per node rate speci cation interval. A packet from a given channel is marked BT only if its marking, over any per node rate speci cation interval, does not cause the basic on-time reliability tra c to exceed its speci ed rate value. If marking such a packet would cause the BT tra c to exceed its rate speci ed value, the packet may be marked as ET. However, if the latter marking violates the enhanced tra c rate speci cation, the packet is instead marked as XT.
The scheme allows an -channel to exceed its rate by identifying these excess packets as XT. These packets are injected into the network immediately rather than delaying them at the network boundary. Marking and injecting excess packets immediately into the network preserves their chances of getting delivered on-time. However, these packets can only be serviced if their service does not cause the network to violate the requirement of the supported -channels. Allowing applications to violate their tra c rate provides more exibility to highly bursty applications as well as to applications that may have a poor approximation of their exact bandwidth requirements.
Another bene t from the -channel packet marking strategy is that it allows channels to start transmitting delay bounded packets before these -channels are formally established. This feature may be crucial to applications which cannot a ord the time overhead to establish a connection. Furthermore, it allows applications to start transmitting packets at the same time they are trying to establish anchannel. Packets generated prior to the formal establishment of the -channel are tagged as XT and do not interfere with the guaranteed service requirements of established channels. Once the channel is established, the packets are marked in a way such that their tra c class rates are not violated. Notice that the OMW mechanism uses a strategy similar to the user-behavior envelope (UBE) scheme described in 20], but achieves a di erent purpose. The OMW mechanism is used to implement a two level control strategy that identi es the di erent tra c classes. It does not, however, aim at constraining the application's generation pattern.
Run-Time Support
In order to provide guaranteed service, the run-time support environment must address the issue of supporting the -channel's on-time reliability requirement. Furthermore, the environment must address the issue of de ning a scheduling strategy that guarantees that packets are serviced within their delay bounds.
On-Time Reliability Support
The rst run-time support design issue addresses the question of how the intermediate nodes should cooperate to support the end-to-end reliability requirement of an -channel. The run-time environment must determine the percentage of an application's -channel packets traversing through an intermediate node that need to be serviced on-time so that the application's end-to-end reliability is met.
In a framework where all intermediate nodes operate independently, the lack of run-time communication between the nodes may cause the level of support required by each node to be signi cantly larger than the required end-to-end on-time reliability. This may unnecessarily constrain the node resources.
In a more cooperative framework, nodes on the routing path may provide dynamic on-time reliability support based on the level of support provided by other nodes. It is not clear, however, how e ective this scheme would be in a network supporting a variety of applications with widely varying tra c loads and real-time performance requirements.
The solution adapted in our scheme relies entirely on the explicit marking performed at the network boundary by the network policing function.
The marking strategy enforced at the network boundary allows the intermediate nodes to identify di erent types of tra c and support the -channel's basic tra c on-time reliability requirement. More speci cally, for a given -channel, i, characterized by its on-time reliability, i , and its rate speci cation interval, i , the network has to guarantee that at most d N( i )e are marked as BT from among the generated N( i ) packets. This control is enforced over any interval of size i by marking a packet from -channel i as being BT only if, during the immediately preceding interval of size i , no more than S BT (i) = d N( i )e ? 1 other packets were marked as BT. If marking the packet as BT would exceed S BT (i), and if during the same immediately preceding interval of size i , no more than S ET (i) = N( i ) ? d N( i )e ? 1 packets were marked as ET, the packet would then be marked as ET. On the other hand, if marking this packet as ET would exceed S ET (i) the packet is marked as XT. This scheme allows lightly loaded intermediate nodes to utilize their excess processing capacities to enhance the service provided to the -channels, while guaranteeing their minimum end-to-end on-time reliability throughout the routing path.
-Channel Scheduling Policies
The second design issue of the run-time support addresses the requirements of the packet scheduling strategy. The goal of this strategy is to maintain the tra c rate at the speci ed level across the network and guarantee that the on-time reliability requirements of the -channels are supported. This goal is achieved by two scheduling policies. The rst policy preserves the per node tra c rate speci cation by regulating the tra c between intermediate nodes. The second policy aims at servicing packets from -channels within their per node delay bounds. Tra c regulation between intermediates nodes is achieved by maintaining a waiting room queue for each -channel. A packet entering the network for the rst time is immediately eligible for service at the intermediate node 17] . Therefore, its eligibility time is set to the current time. As the packet gets forwarded from one intermediate node to the next one along the path, its eligibility time is augmented with the channel's per node delay value. The packet remains in the waiting room until it becomes eligible to be serviced, in which case it is moved from the waiting room and placed into the service queue. The eligibility mechanism used by the intermediate nodes scheduling policies guarantees that the -channel speci ed tra c rate is preserved along the path. To support servicing packets within their per node delay bounds, the intermediate nodes maintain four service queues. Each service queue holds packets from a speci c tra c class. The BT service queue holds packets that are eligible to be serviced, and are marked as BT. Similarly, the ET and XT service queues hold eligible ET and XT packets, respectively. These packets are ordered in their respective queues based on their per node delay bounds. The DT service queue holds all packets generated by datagram channels. Datagram packets are inserted in the DT queue based on their arrival time.
Each service queue is assigned a service priority. The BT queue has the highest priority of all the service queues. The scheduler provides a non-preemptive service to all packets in the BT queue. Packets with the smallest per node delay bounds are serviced rst. Ties among eligible packets are broken based on the time these packets were inserted into the service queue. When the BT queue becomes empty, the scheduler moves to service any packets in the ET queue. Packets in this queue are also serviced based on their delay bounds. When the BT and ET queues become empty, the scheduler starts servicing packets in the DT queue, if any. Packets in the XT queue are serviced only if all the previous service queues are empty. Service at any given queue may be interrupted after completing the transmission of a packet from that queue, if a packet arrives at any higher priority queue.
Notice that the policing mechanism used by the -channel framework may result in packets from a given application arriving out of sequence. These packets contain su cient information to indicate their relative position within the original tra c stream. Furthermore, these packets are guaranteed to be delivered within their end-to-end delay bound. This allows the application to perform any required synchronization of these packets.
The scheduling strategy described above guarantees that packets are serviced within their per node delay bounds, given that the intermediate node has reserved su cient resources to service these packets. The veri cation scheme used by the intermediate nodes determines the amount of resources necessary to preserve the basic requirements of all supported -channels. The description of this scheme is the focus of the next section. 4 The -Channel Acceptance Process A request for the establishment of a new -channel can only be honored if it can be guaranteed that all nodes on the selected routing path can support the new channel's real-time requirements. Furthermore, the guaranteed support must continue to hold for all the -channels currently traversing any node on the selected routing path of the newly requested channel.
The acceptance process uses the real-time requirements of the new -channel, in conjunction with the real-time requirements of the currently supported -channels, to verify the feasibility of supporting the new channel. Based on the scheduling policy of the intermediate nodes, the veri cation algorithm determines whether each node on the routing path can service, in the worst case, all BT packets, from each channel, within their per node delay bounds. The worst-case arrival pattern occurs when the rst BT packet of each accepted -channel arrives at the same time and subsequent BT packets from each -channel continue to arrive at the maximum rate.
Channel Veri cation Algorithm
To describe the node veri cation process, the details are rst introduced by discussing how the algorithm would work for a single node supporting a single -channel. The discussion is further extended to the case of two channels, and later to N channels traversing a single node. The generalization of the veri cation process to include all nodes of the routing path is presented in section 4.3.
Case of One Channel
The knowledge of both the maximum number of packets, Max( c ), requiring service over a time interval, c , of a given -channel, c, and the processing time, , required to service a packet, can be used to determine an upper bound on the maximum delay a packet from -channel c may su er at a given node. More speci cally, if Max( c ) < c , the maximum delay an -channel c packet may su er is bound by c . For a given -channel c, the maximum number of BT packets generated over an interval of size c is d c N( c )e. Since the node scheduling policy is non-preemptive, and assuming c is the only -channel currently supported by the network, service of the BT packets may be delayed at most for the time required to service one non-real-time packet. This packet may have started receiving service at the time the BT packets from -channel c arrived. The value Max( c ) is, therefore, bound by (d c N( c )e+1) .
Based on the above observation, it is su cient that relation (3) is satis ed for the veri cation algorithm to provide guaranteed support for the real-time requirement of -channel c. 
Case of Two Channels
The process described above may be extended to verify the feasibility of supporting a new -channel, k, without violating the real-time requirements of a currently supported -channel j. The real-time requirements of -channel j and k are denoted by j , k , j , k , N( j ), N( k ), respectively. It is also assumed, without loss of generality, that j < k .
The non-trivial case of the veri cation algorithm results when the two channels share at least one node along their routing paths. The veri cation process must guarantee that all BT packets, generated in the worst-case scenario by both channels, are serviced within their delay bounds. From the scheduler's perspective, the worst-case arrival pattern results when both channels j and k start sending their maximum number of BT packets at the same time and the packets of each channel arrive back-to-back.
Based on the scheduling policy, packets from channel j are serviced before packets from channel k. Therefore, the veri cation process must determine whether the intermediate node has su cient resources to service the maximum number of BT packets from channel j that may require service during an interval k , and still met the service requirement of the BT packets from channel k.
This alignment of BT packets from channel j and k that produces the worst case scenario during an interval of size k is depicted in Figure 3 . In this gure, the regions R 1 (j; k) and R 2 (j; k) represent the particular alignment of the j and k intervals that maximizes the number of BT packets from j that arrive in a single k interval. Consequently, in order to determine whether a given node in the path can support the real-time requirements of both channels j and k, the maximum amount of time required to service the BT packets generated by each channel, in each region, must be computed. For each region, this amount of time is denoted by R st 1 (j; k) and R st 2 (j; k), respectively. The size of R 1 (j; k) can be determined by computing the maximum number of complete intervals of size j that can t in an interval of size k . Therefore, the size of R 1 (j; k) is computed as follows:
During each interval of size j in R 1 (j; k), the node may need to service d j N( j )e BT packets from channel j. The time R st 1 (j; k) to service packets from j during R 1 (j; k) can then be computed as follows:
The region, R 2 (j; k), denotes the portion of k that is not covered by R 1 (j; k). The veri cation process must account for the portion of packets from channel j that may require service during this partial interval. Depending on the size of R 2 (j; k) the node may need to account for all d j N( j )e BT packets generated by j during an interval j , or only consider the portion l R 2 (j;k) m of these packets.
The amount of time required to service these packets is computed as follows: R st 2 (j; k) = min(d j N( j )e ; R 2 (j; k) )
where the function min(x; y) returns the minimum of x and y's values. The sum of R st 1 (j; k) and R st 2 (j; k), therefore represents the maximum amount of time the node may spend servicing packets from j over any interval of size k . During an interval of size k , the node must also service the BT packets from k, which contributes d k N( k )e units of time. Hence, channel k is accepted if the following inequality holds:
If relation (7) is violated, the request of channel k is rejected. The function, M(j; k), used by the veri cation process to compute the sum of R st 1 (j; k) and R st 2 (j; k) is described in Figure 4 . Based on the function M(j; k), relation (7) reduces to:
Notice also, that a relation similar to (8) can be easily derived for the single channel case by eliminating the term M(j; k).
Assume instead, that the newly requested -channel k, has a smaller per node delay than that of the currently accepted -channel j. In this case, the acceptance scheme must rst determine whether -channel k can be feasibly serviced within its per node delay bounds. This is done by verifying that relation (3) holds for -channel k. The next step determines whether -channel j can continue to receive its basic service if -channel k has been accepted. This is done by verifying that relation (8) holds, with the indices j and k reversed.
In the case where, j = k , the order in which packets from j and k are serviced is based on the time these packets are inserted into the service queue. Furthermore, the relation (9) holds for any given -channels j and k which have the same value.
M(j; k) + M(k; k) = M(k; j) + M(j; j):
As a result, the veri cation process need only verify that relation (8) holds for it to con rm or deny support for the newly requested -channel.
Case of N Channels
In this section, we generalize the veri cation algorithm so that it can be used to verify the feasibility of supporting N -channels. The node veri cation process must determine if a new request for the establishment of an -channel, k, characterized by its real-time performance speci cation, k , k , and N( k ), can be supported without violating the real-time requirements of the N ? 1 currently supported -channels. Based on the value of k , the set of currently supported -channels can be divided into two subsets, B and A. The set B contains all the channels that are characterized by a smaller per node delay than k . Packets from these -channels are serviced before packets from -channel k. The set A contains all the -channels that are characterized by larger per node delays than k . Packets from these -channels can only be serviced after packets from -channel k.
Let S be the set of currently supported N ? 1 -channels. The two sets, A and B, may be formally de ned as: B = fb; b 2 S j b k g; (10) A = fa; a 2 S j a > k g:
The veri cation process to guarantee all -channels in S fkg uses a two phase approach.
In Phase I, the veri cation algorithm determines whether the requirements of -channel k can be met, while servicing the maximum number of packets from each channel b in B. The time required to service all BT packets from these -channels over an interval of size k is P b2B M(b; k). Furthermore, the veri cation algorithm must account for the time M(k; k) required to service all BT packets from -channel k. As previously stated, however, service of the BT packets may be delayed by the time required to service a single packet from non-real-time tra c. Therefore, in order to guarantee the support of -channel k, the algorithm must verify that the relation (12) is satis ed.
If the above relation holds, the veri cation process proceeds with Phase II of the algorithm; otherwise the request for the establishment of -channel k is rejected. The algorithm used in Phase I is described in Figure 5 . The purpose of Phase II is to determine that the acceptance of -channel k does not cause any BT packets from -channels in A to violate their per node delay bounds. Packets from channels in A can only be serviced after BT packets from -channel k. Consequently, in order to guarantee that the real-time requirements of -channels in A are preserved, the veri cation algorithm must verify that these requirements hold for every individual channel in A. More speci cally, the algorithm veri es that for each -channel a in A, there is su cient time to service the maximum number of BT packets from channels i, where i a . This veri cation procedure continues until all channels in A have been satisfactorily veri ed. The request for the establishment of the new -channel is denied if it is determined that an -channel a in A has its requirements violated by the acceptance of -channel k. The steps describing Phase II of the veri cation algorithm are listed in Figure 6 . A proof that the above proposed algorithm guarantees the real-time requirements of all supported -channels is provided in Appendix A.
Bu er Allocation Requirements
Based on the packet scheduling strategy the number of bu ers required for each -channel in each intermediate node can be directly deduced from the number of packets the -channel can generate over a per node delay . A packet from an -channel can be delayed either at the waiting room or at the service queue.
The eligibility mechanism may cause a packet to be delayed in the waiting room of the intermediate Based on the above analysis, the veri cation algorithm not only veri es that the real-time requirements of the newly requested and currently supported -channels are preserved, but also that 2 d N( )e bu ers are available to support tra c from the new -channel. The -channel request for establishment is rejected if either of the above requirements is not met.
End-to-End Veri cation Process
The veri cation process presented above determines whether an -channel request can be supported by a single node. This process must be extended to include all nodes on the -channel's selected routing path.
Each node on the routing path executes the veri cation algorithm upon receiving an -channel request. If the node determines that the real-time requirements of the new -channel can be met, the node temporarily reserves su cient resources to support the -channel. The intermediate node then proceeds to forward the request to the next node along the path. This process continues until either all nodes on the routing path con rm their support for the requirement of the new -channel or the veri cation process determines that at least one node can not support these requirements. In the former case, the request for the establishment of the -channel is honored and the temporarily reserved resources are o cially allocated to the channel. In the latter case, the request for the establishment of the -channel is denied, and all temporarily reserved resources are freed.
The acceptance of the -channel request allows the source of the -channel to begin transmitting packets. These packets are then marked according to the previously discussed marking scheme. The denial of the request, on the other hand, may cause the network to locate another possible routing path that can support the requirements of the -channel or require the application to reduce its performance requirements.
-Channel Performance Analysis
In order to test the validity of the proposed framework, a simulation model was developed. The simulation was written using CSIM, a simulation package that combines the C programming language and a library of routines to provide basic simulation functionalities 14]. The simulation experiment was run with several network topologies and application tra c mixes. In this paper, we report the simulation results of two of these experiments. A complete analysis is provided in 21, 22] . The network simulated was a linear network consisting of four nodes. The processing power of each of the four nodes simulated was 1000 packets/sec 2 and the links were assumed to have no propagation delay. The experiment simulated 10 -channels that had di erent bandwidth, delay, and on-time reliability requirements. These applications were chosen to re ect di erent possible types of tra c in a real environment. The 10 channels passed through all four nodes. Each application was started at a random time. The experiment simulated 500000 ms of time. Each node had 20 bu ers available for DT packet use. The di erent application requirements are shown in 2. The rst application simulated the talk spurts and silence periods of a conversation. The length of the talks spurts were drawn from an exponential distribution with mean of 352 ms. During a talk spurt, the application generated packets at the constant rate of 1 every 7.8125 ms. After each talk spurt, the application entered a period of silence during which no packets were generated. The length of this period was also drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean of 650 ms 15]. The on-time reliability, , required by this application was set to 0.9.
The second application simulated a PCM type application. Packets were sent at a constant rate based on the channel's and N( ) values. The value for this type of application was set to 0.8.
The third application was characterized by its burstiness, large bandwidth, and high on-time reliability requirement. This application simulated two alternating tra c patterns, smooth and bursty. During the smooth generation pattern, the application generated a packet every 2.5 ms. The length of each smooth interval was drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean of 400 ms. Each smooth tra c generation pattern was followed by a bursty tra c generation pattern. During this interval, packets were generated every ms. These intervals had lengths drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean of 100 ms.
The fourth application simulated a loss-insensitive and low bandwidth type of application. Tra c generated by this application was bursty. The burstiness was derived from the channel's and N( ) values.
The last application was a datagram application. The application generated non-real-time tra c in a bursty fashion. The lengths of a tra c burst was randomly chosen from an exponential distribution with mean 150ms. The lengths of the idle periods of this application were chosen from an exponential distribution with mean 250 ms. During a burst, packets were injected into the network within 1 millisecond of each other. Table 3 presents the number of packets generated per class, the number of packets that were received on-time per class, 3 the target end-to-end delay ranges and the average packet delay value for each channel. Throughout the simulation, all BT packets were delivered on-time, indicating thereby that the proposed framework preserves the required level of service to each of the supported -channels. 4 In addition, a portion of ET, XT, and DT packets were delivered on-time without violating any BT packet end-to-end delay bounds. Notice that the average delay of the datagram applications are listed to provide an appreciation of the delay su ered by packets from these applications. The observed average delay re ects the scheduling policy of the -channel framework and worst-case assumptions made regarding the channels' tra c generation patterns. The utilization of each of the four nodes in this experiment was at or above 95%. To measure the impact of di erent packet classes on the service interaction among multiple applications with di erent service requirements, a second simulation experiment was performed. In this experiment, three -channels where simulated on a network consisting of a single node. The experiment was performed two times; each time the simulation lasted for 5000 units of time. In the rst simulation, only tra c from the rst application was generated at the simulated node. In the second experiment, the intermediate node serviced tra c generated by three -channels. Each application generated tra c in excess of its speci ed -channel rate. Each application initially marked all of its packets as BT. The network packet policing mechanism remarked any packets which violated the channel's speci ed BT rate. Whenever possible, these packets were marked as ET, otherwise as EX. In both experiments, the same tra c generation arrival pattern was used for application 1.
The results of the rst simulation run are presented in Figure 7 . This gure plots, for each on-time packet arrival time, the number of packets from the immediately preceding 1 , which were received on-time. Notice that the service received by channel 1 is well above both its basic service rate of d 1 N( 1 )e, and its peak rate of N( 1 ).
In the second simulation, packets from the two additional -channels were injected into the network. -channel 2 began generating tra c at time 1000 and continued to generate tra c until time 2000. Application 3 also began generating tra c at time 1000, but continued only until time 1600. Figure  8 plots, for each on-time packet arrival from channel 1, the number of other packets from channel 1 during the immediately preceding 1 , which were also received on-time. At time 1000, when packets from -channels 2 and 3 began arriving at the node, -channel 1's service was reduced to near its basic service rate. During the interval (1000, 1600], the node spent most of its time servicing BT packets from the three channels. During this time, all BT and a small number of ET packets from each of the the channels were delivered on-time. At time 1600, when -channel 3 terminated, more time was available to service ET packets, as is seen in the gure. At time 2000, when application 2 terminated, application 1 returned to its original form. The times at which the plot of application 1 falls below its minimum basic service rate are a result of the random packet inter-arrival process and variation in packet delay. At no times were any BT packets dropped by any of the channels. , and Stop-and-Go Queueing 8, 7] , that attempt to provide support for real-time performance guarantees. These schemes di er in their strategies to enforce rate control and in their policies to service packets.
The Delay-EDD, a work-conserving scheme, and Jitter-EDD, a non-work-conserving scheme, provide delay guarantees by reserving resources during the channel establishment phase, based on the channel's peak and average rates. Both schemes allow the assigned per node delay bounds to vary along the channel's routing path. Jitter-EDD also provides explicit jitter control by using packet eligibility to regulate the rate of each channel within the network. Guarantees in these schemes are either deterministic or statistical.
Stop-and-Go Queueing, a non-work-conserving scheme, provides support for real-time guarantees through the use of frames. These frames are used to encapsulate collections of packets which are carried through the network as a logical unit. The service discipline is designed to preserve the smoothness properties of the admitted tra c, allowing tight control over jitter. The scheme does not require monitoring of the tra c on a per channel basis after admission to the network, but does not provide a mechanism to protect itself from misbehaving users.
HRR, a non-work-conserving scheme, uses a time framing strategy similar to the framing strategy of Stop-and-Go Queueing. The scheme also provides similar worst-case delay bounds. HRR, however, does not provide tight delay-jitter bounds.
The D MARS scheme 11] uses tra c prediction and feedback signals to dynamically change the level of support provided by upstream network nodes. D MARS has been built assuming the tra c conforms to one of three prede ned tra c classes, video, voice, and data. Each type is characterized by a prespeci ed performance pro le, in terms of end-to-end delay and packet contention loss. VirtualClock 19, 20] attempts to provide more exible access to the bandwidth, but provide limited support for guaranteed real-time performance requirements. FIFO+ 1], however, targets real-time applications that are tolerant and adaptive. The -channel targets applications with stringent real-time requirements.
The -channel scheme bears similarities to some of the proposed schemes, but di ers from them in a variety of ways. The proposed scheme uses and N( ) to de ne a rate speci cation in a similar way that Stop-and-Go uses (r k ; T g ) to maintain the original smoothness of the admitted tra c. Stop-andGo Queueing permits di erent priority classes, but does not clearly specify how a channel's tra c is mapped into these classes. In the -channel scheme, packets are classi ed as either basic, enhanced, or excess, based on the channel's -value. Inside the network, packets are treated in a way such that the -channel's basic tra c requirements are always preserved. Stop-and-Go queueing relies on a jumping window mechanism to de ne frame boundaries. This forces the intermediate nodes to delay packets from an incoming frame in order to synchronize these frames with their corresponding outgoing frames. Frame synchronization, therefore, requires additional bu er space. The amount of delay introduced by each node to synchronize the incoming and outgoing frames may di er from one node to another. Hence, two applications using the same frame size, but di erent routing paths, to carry tra c between the same source and destination nodes, may observe di erent end-to-end delay values. The -channel scheme uses a moving window mechanism to limit the packet arrival process into the network. Packets in the -channel are not treated as part of a frame, but instead as independent entities whose arrival process is de ned by a moving window. By scheduling each packet independently, nodes do not have to perform frame synchronization. This means that no \frame level" bu ering and delaying is done within the node. Hence, two applications with the same source-destination pair but traversing di erent paths may result in di erent end-to-end delays.
Stop-and-Go de nes a set of frame sizes common to the entire network, and require that the application select the most appropriate frame size. Based on the selected frame size, the application inherits the delay properties associated with that frame. The -channel framework uses the application's end-toend delay speci cation to determine the appropriate value over which to meet the required end-to-end delay. Consequently, the -channel provides a more exible approach to accommodate the real-time requirements of the supported applications. Furthermore, the end-to-end delay is deterministically guaranteed regardless of the routing path traversed by the -channel.
-channel, Delay-EDD, and Jitter-EDD aim at providing stringent guarantees to real-time applications. These schemes di er signi cantly in the way they declare their tra c characteristics and realtime performance requirements. Furthermore, the schemes use di erent approaches to handle statistical channels and enforce rate control.
In Delay-EDD, statistical channels achieve statistical bounds through analytical approximation. The scheme requires that the statistical test be satis ed for the channel with the highest probability delay requirement from among all statistical channels at a given node. This contrasts the approach taken by the -channel, where the on-time reliability, , is preserved over each interval for each -channel.
In Jitter-EDD, rate control is provided by extending the deadlines of o ending packets. The deadline assigned to an o ending packet is set to the deadline the packet would have been assigned if it had obeyed the x min constraint imposed at connection establishment. Extending deadlines may cause the e ective packet delay to exceed the originally speci ed end-to-end delay bound. The -channel scheme handles o ending packets by marking these packets as excess tra c. This allows the -channel scheme to possibly deliver these packets within their delay bounds without extending or delaying the deadlines of other packets from this channel.
Conclusion
Support for real-time applications requires that their real-time requirements are guaranteed. -channel is simplex communication channel that provides applications with guaranteed real-time performance service while allowing exible access to the network bandwidth. The proposed framework provides these guarantees by verifying the feasibility of the application's basic service requirements, based on the currently available network resources. Packets in the -channel framework can be one of four di erent service classes. The use of packet classes allows the network edge to \regulate" each channel's rate and allow e cient support for statistical multiplexing while maintaining guarantees.
Future work includes modifying the presented -channel framework to select per node delay bounds based on each nodes current utilization.
Appendix A: Proof of The Veri cation Algorithm
This section describes the proof of correctness of the veri cation algorithm. The proof assumes the following:
The packet service time is xed and denoted by the variable .
The parameters c and N( c ) denote the per node delay bounds and the maximum number of packet generated over c for a given channel i.
The per node delay value, c , includes the packet's processing time.
The packet policing mechanism uses the moving window strategy to regulate the -channel tra c rate. Each -channel is therefore assumed to obey its speci ed rate.
Packets of a given channel are assigned static priorities based on the parameter c .
Packets are serviced according to their priorities. BT packets have higher priority over ET, XT, and DT packets.
Packet service is non-preemptive.
A packet is not serviced until it becomes eligible. The node's processing capacity is the bottleneck.
Proof: Based on the above assumptions, we can conclude that the packet policing mechanism will control and limit the number of BT packets that are injected into the network to the application's speci ed rate. To prove the correctness of the veri cation algorithm, it su ces to prove that the service of a BT packet from any -channel does not exceed its end-to-end delay.
It is clear that if the network currently supports 1 channel, Phase I of the veri cation algorithm guarantees that no BT packets of that channel exceed their per node delay. Let c be the current -channel. Based on Phase I being true for a given node on P c , the following relation is true, + M(c; c) < c (13) Consider the general case where N channels are currently being supported by the network. Let l be the N +1 accepted -channel by the veri cation algorithm. Furthermore, assume that a BT packet, p c , from -channel c exceeded its end-to-end delay bound. This can only happen if packet p c has exceeded its per node delay bound at least once. Let n denote the node at which the delay bound was exceeded. Furthermore, recall that packet service at the intermediate node is non-preemptive and BT packets have higher priority than other types of tra c. Therefore, the p c per node delay bound violation can only be caused by the service of other BT packets of higher priority during the period in which the p c packet was eligible to be serviced or by the service of a non-BT or a lower priority BT packet during the initial amount of time of the eligibility period of packet p c .
Depending on the relative values of c and l , three cases are possible.
Case 1: c < l . Based on the above scheduling assumptions, higher priority packets are nonpreemptively serviced before lower priority packets. Packets from lower priority channels are serviced only when there are no higher priority packets eligible to be serviced. At the time c was accepted by node n, the following relation was veri ed by Phase I: (14) and (15) verify that there is su cient time to service c's packets, even if they must wait for the node to service the maximum number of packets from each b i over an interval of size c . In this case, where c < l , a packet from a higher priority class, relative to l's, was dropped. The only way for a packet from l to be serviced before one from c is if it began to receive service before any packets from c were eligible to be serviced. However, after servicing one packet from l, the packets from c would have higher priority. No other packets from l would be serviced until all of c's eligible packets had been serviced. The time to service this one packet, however, is considered in the veri cation algorithm. Hence, either one of the b i 's channels violated its basic rate, contradicting the above assumption, or no packet from c was dropped.
Case 2: c > l . In this case, the packet dropped was from a channel which had lower service priority than the one just accepted. At some point during Phase II of the veri cation process for channel l, channel c was selected from the set A (11) 
where b 1 ; b 2 ; ; a k specify those channels with values less than or equal to c , excluding l. The above computes the maximum amount of time the node may be servicing packets with priority greater than or equal to c's. This includes the maximum amount of time, during c , spent servicing packets from l. Hence, for a packet from c to have exceeded its per node delay value, one of the channels b 1 ; b 2 ; . . .; a k or l violated their basic rate. This however, contradicts our above assumption. Therefore, the above veri cation must not have been performed, which also contradicts our assumption. Hence, a p c could not have been excessively delayed by the acceptance of l.
Case 3: c = l . In this case, a packet was dropped from a channel which had a value equivalent to that of the most recently accepted channel. Based on the above veri cation scheme, the following was veri ed by Phase I: + M(b 1 ; l) + M(b 2 ; l) + + M(c; l) + M(l; l) < l : (17) The above computes the maximum amount of time spent servicing packets with priority greater than or equal to that of l. Hence, if (17) is veri ed, then the packet dropped could not have been from channel l. Suppose the packet dropped was from another channel, with the same value. Since c = l , (17) can be rearranged in the following manner:
+ M(b 1 ; c) + M(b 2 ; c) + + M(c; c) + M(l; c) < l c : (18) However, since, M(c; l) + M(l; l) = M(c; c) + M(l; c), (17) and (18) are equivalent. Therefore, if the above veri cation was performed, it is not possible to drop a packet from channel c. Since a packet was dropped, either the veri cation algorithm was not performed or one of the channel's exceeded its rate. In either case, a contradiction occurs. Let t c (n) denote the time packet c has spent between the time it became eligible at node n and the time it became eligible at the next node of the routing path.
Let e c (i) be the time packet c became eligible at node i, and t c (i) = e c (i + 1) ? e c (i); 8i = 1; 2; . . .; jP c j ? 1. Based on the eligibility assignment procedure, t c (i) = c ; 8i = 1; 2; . . .; jP c j ? 1. Therefore, the total time spent by a packet in the network, P i2Pc t c (i), satis es relation (19) :
(jP c j ? 1) c + X i2Pc t c (i) jP c j c c : (19) The relation (19) holds for any BT packet of any -channel. This proves the correctness of the verication algorithm. The time interval over which the channel's rate is de ned. N( i ) The number of packets generated by the application over an interval of size i . i The application's minimum on-time end-to-end reliability requirement. P i The list of nodes on the path from the source to destination. 
